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This quick reference provides need-to-know information about surgical instrument types in a
consistent, user-friendly format. Each two-page spread features a photo of an instrument
opposite a brief description that includes its proper and alternative names, varieties, and uses in
surgery. This edition adds close-up shots of instrument tips for clearer reference and
identification of instrument types. With instruments alphabetized within 9 major categories,
locating specific information has never been easier!An accessible, pocket-size guide to the most
common, "bread and butter" instruments used during surgical procedures.Consistent two-page
layout with a photo at the top and a brief description on the facing page that lists the instrument's
proper name, any alternative names, uses in surgery, and varieties.Organized into nine major
categories of instruments and alphabetized within each category for easy
reference.Fundamental Instrument Sets chapter features a summary table format for each
instrument set so that the reader can quickly find the following information: · Set name · Use ·
Instrument indexSpecific items (with PAR listed for each item)Glossary at the end provides
helpful and succinct definitions for key instrumentation terms.Numerous new instrument photos,
including photo inserts of tips to help distinguish between similar types.Updated and expanded
content on endoscopic instruments to reflect the latest technologies.Enhanced internal design
for increased utility and an updated look―now includes:Running heads at the bottom of each
page listing the chapter number and title, making content easier to findBrief table of contents
printed on inside front cover for quick referenceList of instrument sets in Chapter 10 printed on
inside back cover for quick reference

A must-have reference for surgical instrumentation!About the AuthorMaryann Papanier Wells,
PhD, RN, CNOR, FAAN, Nurse Manager, Perioperative Nursing, The Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
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of operative and invasive procedures, the instruments guided by the surgeon's hand serve as
the critical aspect necessary to orchestrate the ideal surgical outcome. This pocket guide was
devised to support a vast array of personnel to identify the correct names of very basic
instruments. It will be helpful to perioperative nurses, operating room technicians, physician
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Power Tools has been added. The use, varieties, and alternative names for each instrument are
provided, along with space for your handwritten notes.It takes many people to prepare a book
and this was no exception. Special thanks to all of my colleagues at the Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania, from Dr. James Mullen down to the Instrument Processing staff and everyone in
between who provided me with endless hours of support. Danke to Margaret O’Brien and Marie
Zubko, who procured instruments, arranged pick ups, exchanged numerous emails and phone
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Laura Selkirk and Beula Christopher for their awesome attention to detail and superb finishing
touches to this book. A very appreciative grazie mille to Frank Pronesti and Gary Deamer for
their precision and perfection in being the best photographers ever and for providing the
entertainment during our numerous phone conversations.The quote “simplicity is elegance”
certainly sums up that the simpler it is, the better it is. This little pocket book continues to be a
crowd pleaser, and the reception it encounters is remarkable. Muchas gracias to my friends and
colleagues for the interest you show for this very simple book. It continues to be an honor and a
privilege to be able to serve my profession. Please read, grow, and enjoy this fourth edition of
Surgical Instruments: A Pocket Guide.Maryann Papanier Wells, PhD, RN, FAANIntroductionThis
pocket guide examines some of the basic instruments used for operative and invasive
procedures. It is divided into 11 chapters.Chapter 1, Sharps/Dissectors/Cutting, reviews chisels,
curettes, bone cutters, elevators, knives, mallets, osteotomes, rasps, rongeurs, saws, scissors,
snares, and trephines. Chapter 2, Forceps/Grasping, reviews smooth, toothed, bayonet, and
bipolar forceps. Chapter 3, Clamps/Holding, reviews a variety of clamps. Chapter 4, Retractors,
reviews self-retaining and handheld retractors used for superficial to deep wound surgical
specialties. Chapter 5, Suture Devices/Needle Holders, reviews all types of needle holders,
ranging from very fine to very heavy tips, and ligating clip appliers. Chapter 6, Suction Tips,
reviews suction tips of various dimensions and widths from micro to macro. Chapter 7, Dilators/
Probes, reviews a variety of dilators. Chapter 8, Minimally Invasive Surgical Instruments, reviews
various types of endoscopic instruments used for both laparoscopic and robotic surgical
specialties. Chapter 9, Internal Staplers, reviews the various kinds of anastomotic staple devices
used for open surgical procedures. Chapter 10, Surgical Power Tools, reviews various types of
both battery operated and nitrogen operated power tools. Chapter 11, Routine Instrument Sets,
offers the contents necessary to compile minor, major, endoscopic, laparoscopic, or robotic
instruments sets. Refer to the glossary for basic definitions.Photo CreditsAll images included in
Surgical Instruments: A Pocket Guide were photographed by Frank Pronesti of Heirloom
Studio.Frank PronestiHeirloom Studio40 S. Main St.Yardley, PA
19067215-321-9559ReviewersAngela Arrington, STSurgical TechnicianDelaware County
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Sharps/Dissectors/CuttingSharps are instruments used to cut, dissect, incise, separate, or
excise tissue. They may have sharp or blunt edges. They are also known as mechanical
cutters.Chisel/BoneUse•To sculpt bone; to aid in cutting a bone graft; to use with a
malletVarieties•or 8 inches long; various widths between 4 and 25 mmCurette/AdenoidUse•To
scrape remnants of adenoid tissueVarieties•Approximately inches long with curette openings
ranging from 6 to 21 mm wide and 15 to 30 mm long; some are angledAlso Known As•Barnhill
curette, Stubbs curette, Vogel curetteCurette/BoneUse•To scrape bone; to debride tissue; to
scoop tissue out of small areas; to scoop cancellous bone for graftingVarieties•Angled or
straight; open or cupped; various sizesAlso Known As•Brun curetteCurette/DermalUse•To
scrape dermisVarieties•Open, hook-shaped end, ring end, or cup shape; 3 to 6 mm wideAlso
Known As•Fox dermal curette, Myles antrum curette, ring curette, Walsh dermal curetteCurette/
EarUse•To scrape inner ear (i.e., stapes); to remove debris from ear canalVarieties•Single- or
double-ended oval or round cups; sharp or blunt, sizes 00 to 3 mmAlso Known As•Billeau
curette, Buck curette, ear loop, Shapleigh curetteCurette/UterineUse•To scrape endometrial
lining of uterus; to roughen up tissue in a nonhealing wound to enhance secondary
closureVarieties•Serrated cutting edge; open ring, inches longAlso Known As•Heaney uterine
curetteCurette/Uterine, LargeUse•To scrape uterine cavity (usually postpregnancy
uterus)Varieties•Large, open ring; blade 3 cm wideAlso Known As•Hunter curette, Hunter
uterine curetteCutter/BoneUse•To cut bone and cartilageVarieties•Straight or curved; single or



double action; straight or angled jawAlso Known As•Bone biter, Liston bone cutting forceps, rib
shearsElevator/FreerUse•To take tissue off cartilage (e.g., nasal septum); to scrape plaque from
large arteries in cardiovascular procedures; to lift periosteum from bone in orthopedic
procedures; to press small balls of bone wax onto bone edges for hemostasis in neurosurgery
proceduresVarieties•Double-ended; sharp or blunt blades, 7 inches longAlso Known As•Cottle
elevator, Pierce elevatorElevator/PeriostealUse•To scrape and remove periosteum from bone in
preparation for a bone incisionVarieties•Single- or double-ended; sharp or blunt; curved or
straight; narrow or wideAlso Known As•Chandler elevator, Cobb elevator, converse elevator,
Farabeuf elevator, Joseph elevator, key elevator, Langenbeck elevator, Penfield elevator, Sayre
elevatorElevator/RibUse•To scrape along ribs to remove tissue and cartilageVarieties•Right or
left blade; pediatric and adult sizesAlso Known As•Doyen raspatory, Doyen rib elevator, rib
stripper and elevatorElevator/SeptumUse•To elevate and dissect septum during intranasal
procedures; to dissect nerve vessels and bone in neurosurgical procedures; to use as a bone
wax tampVarieties•Single-ended with blunt bladeAlso Known As•Cottle elevator, Freer
elevatorHandle/ScalpelUse•To accommodate knife blades of many sizes (e.g., #10, #15,
#11)Varieties•Various lengths from short to long; usually straight but can be angledAlso Known
As•Cutter, knife, knife handleKnife/EarUse•To create a fine puncture in the tympanic membrane
for ear drainage in myringotomyVarieties•Reusable or disposable; straight blade, or 7 inches
longAlso Known As•Myringotomy knife, Sexton ear knifeMalletUse•To exert force on an object
(e.g., to drive a nail into a bone); to use a chisel or osteotome as a guideVarieties•Several sizes,
weights, and lengthsAlso Known As•Cooper mallet, Cottle mallet, Gerzog mallet, hammer,
Lucae mallet, Mead mallet, Peck malletOsteotome/LambotteUse•To score or place cuts in
boneVarieties•Curved or straight; 9 inches long; 6, 13, 19, 25, 32, or 38 mm wideRaspUse•To
smooth a rough bone surface or to evacuate medullary canals in preparation for prosthesis
insertionVarieties•Single- or double-ended; curved or tapered blades, forward and backward
cutting; fine or coarse teethAlso Known As•Aufricht rasp, Cottle rasp, Fomon rasp, Lewis rasp,
Maltz rasp, Putti rasp, Wiener raspRasp/Nasal, WienerUse•To mechanically smooth nasal
cartilage and bone during septoplastyVarieties•Small, medium, and large with trocar tipsAlso
Known As•Wiener antral raspRongeur/Double-ActionUse•To cut through small segments of
boneVarieties•Curved or straight jaws; 4 to 8 mm biteAlso Known As•Beyer rongeur, Jansen-
Zaufel rongeur, Leksell rongeur, Luer-Echlin rongeur, Ruskin rongeur, Stille rongeurRongeur/
KerrisonUse•To remove delicate bones during neurosurgery (e.g., laminectomy) and orthopedic
proceduresVarieties•Up or down biting; 90 or 40 degree angled jaw; 3.5 to 6.5 mm biteAlso
Known As•Up bite, down biteRongeur/LempertUse•To remove bone; to remove soft tissue from
around boneVarieties•Straight; curved; delicate; 2.5 mm biteAlso Known As•Juers-Lempert
rongeurRongeur/RibUse•To cut ribsVarieties•Right- or left-oriented; pediatric and adult
sizesAlso Known As•Bethune rongeur, Coryllos rongeur, rib cutter, rib shears, Sauerbruch
rongeurSaw/Gigli, Handle forUse•To hold Gigli saw blade for controlled severing of bone during
amputationVarieties•Standard sizeSaw/Gigli, Wire Blade forUse•To cut small and large bone



during amputationVarieties•12 or 20 inches longAlso Known As•Amputation wireScissors/
BandageUse•To cut bandages and dressings; to open uterus during a C-
sectionVarieties•Angled blades with unilateral blunted tip; various lengthsAlso Known
As•Esmarch scissors, Lister scissors, tape scissorsScissors/CastroviejoUse•To cut tissue
during fine (e.g., microvascular) dissection; to extend an arterotomy or venotomyVarieties•Fine,
spring-operated blades; short or long; straight or curved; right or left orientedAlso Known
As•MicroscissorsScissors/CircumflexUse•To cut vascular tissue during open heart procedure; to
extend a coronary arteryVarieties•Angled bladesAlso Known As•Beall scissors, Mills
scissorsScissors/IrisUse•To cut delicate tissue during plastic, hand, and minor vascular
surgeryVarieties•Small, fine sharp/sharp blades; straight or curved; inches longAlso Known
As•Plastic scissorsScissors/JansenUse•To cut nasal septum cartilageVarieties•Sharp or blunt
angled bladesAlso Known As•Knight angular scissorsScissors/MayoUse•To cut thick or tough
tissue (e.g., fascia); to cut sutureVarieties•Straight or curved blades; various lengthsAlso Known
As•Doctor scissors, suture scissorsScissors/Mayo-SimsUse•To dissect tissue; to cut
sutureVarieties•Straight or curved on flat blades; inches long; sharp or blunt pointsAlso Known
As•Deaver scissors, suture scissorsScissors/MetzenbaumUse•To dissect soft
tissueVarieties•Curved or straight on flat blades; various lengthsAlso Known As•Metz, tissue
scissorsScissors/PottsUse•To extend venotomy or arteriotomy incisionsVarieties•25 to 60
degree angled blades; various lengths; can be forward or reverse anglesAlso Known As•Potts-
Smith, vascular scissorsScissors/StrullyUse•To cut fine tissue during abdominal surgery,
neurosurgery, and vascular surgeryVarieties•Slightly curved blades with probe tips; 8 inches
longAlso Known As•Dissecting scissors, neurological scissorsScissors/SutureUse•To cut suture
materialVarieties•Straight or curved; blunt/blunt or sharp/blunt blades; various lengthsAlso
Known As•Nurses scissors, operating scissorsScissors/TenotomyUse•To dissect fine tissue
(e.g., in hand surgery); to penetrate tissue; to spread and cut tissueVarieties•Short narrowed tip;
straight or slightly curved blades; small sizeAlso Known As•Jameson Reynolds scissors,
Stevens scissorsScissors/Wire-CuttingUse•To cut wire suturesVarieties•Blades inches long;
angled to side; one serrated bladeAlso Known As•Wire cuttersCHAPTER 2. Forceps/
GraspingForceps are handheld hinged instruments used for grasping and holding objects.
Forceps are used when fingers are too large to grasp small objects or when many objects need
to be held at one time while the hands are used to perform a task.Table of ContentsCover
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the critical aspect necessary to orchestrate the ideal surgical outcome. This pocket guide was
devised to support a vast array of personnel to identify the correct names of very basic
instruments. It will be helpful to perioperative nurses, operating room technicians, physician
assistants, medical students, instrument processing staff, central supply staff, instrument sales
personnel, health care students, and educators.This edition debuts in color, and provides a
picture of each instrument in both full size and a detailed close up. The book is divided into
eleven chapters, with a generic definition at the start of each section. A new chapter on Surgical
Power Tools has been added. The use, varieties, and alternative names for each instrument are
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Laura Selkirk and Beula Christopher for their awesome attention to detail and superb finishing
touches to this book. A very appreciative grazie mille to Frank Pronesti and Gary Deamer for
their precision and perfection in being the best photographers ever and for providing the
entertainment during our numerous phone conversations.The quote “simplicity is elegance”
certainly sums up that the simpler it is, the better it is. This little pocket book continues to be a
crowd pleaser, and the reception it encounters is remarkable. Muchas gracias to my friends and
colleagues for the interest you show for this very simple book. It continues to be an honor and a
privilege to be able to serve my profession. Please read, grow, and enjoy this fourth edition of
Surgical Instruments: A Pocket Guide.Maryann Papanier Wells, PhD, RN, FAANPrefaceAlthough
patients are the focal point of operative and invasive procedures, the instruments guided by the
surgeon's hand serve as the critical aspect necessary to orchestrate the ideal surgical outcome.
This pocket guide was devised to support a vast array of personnel to identify the correct names
of very basic instruments. It will be helpful to perioperative nurses, operating room technicians,
physician assistants, medical students, instrument processing staff, central supply staff,
instrument sales personnel, health care students, and educators.This edition debuts in color,
and provides a picture of each instrument in both full size and a detailed close up. The book is
divided into eleven chapters, with a generic definition at the start of each section. A new chapter
on Surgical Power Tools has been added. The use, varieties, and alternative names for each
instrument are provided, along with space for your handwritten notes.It takes many people to
prepare a book and this was no exception. Special thanks to all of my colleagues at the Hospital
of the University of Pennsylvania, from Dr. James Mullen down to the Instrument Processing
staff and everyone in between who provided me with endless hours of support. Danke to
Margaret O’Brien and Marie Zubko, who procured instruments, arranged pick ups, exchanged
numerous emails and phone calls, and baby-sat photo shoots. Tusen takk to Michael Murphy
and Frances Woodlin for their expertise regarding surgical power tools. Mahalo to my friends
Mark Phippen, Anna Mosback, and Gerald Minardi at Covidien for supplying the endoscopic
and internal stapler instrumentation. Efcharisto poli to the most extraordinary people, Tamara
Myers and Jennifer Shropshire at Elsevier, for all of their time, camaraderie, enthusiasm, and
guidance. Obrigada to Laura Selkirk and Beula Christopher for their awesome attention to detail
and superb finishing touches to this book. A very appreciative grazie mille to Frank Pronesti and
Gary Deamer for their precision and perfection in being the best photographers ever and for
providing the entertainment during our numerous phone conversations.The quote “simplicity is
elegance” certainly sums up that the simpler it is, the better it is. This little pocket book continues
to be a crowd pleaser, and the reception it encounters is remarkable. Muchas gracias to my
friends and colleagues for the interest you show for this very simple book. It continues to be an
honor and a privilege to be able to serve my profession. Please read, grow, and enjoy this fourth
edition of Surgical Instruments: A Pocket Guide.Maryann Papanier Wells, PhD, RN,
FAANIntroductionThis pocket guide examines some of the basic instruments used for operative
and invasive procedures. It is divided into 11 chapters.Chapter 1, Sharps/Dissectors/Cutting,



reviews chisels, curettes, bone cutters, elevators, knives, mallets, osteotomes, rasps, rongeurs,
saws, scissors, snares, and trephines. Chapter 2, Forceps/Grasping, reviews smooth, toothed,
bayonet, and bipolar forceps. Chapter 3, Clamps/Holding, reviews a variety of clamps. Chapter
4, Retractors, reviews self-retaining and handheld retractors used for superficial to deep wound
surgical specialties. Chapter 5, Suture Devices/Needle Holders, reviews all types of needle
holders, ranging from very fine to very heavy tips, and ligating clip appliers. Chapter 6, Suction
Tips, reviews suction tips of various dimensions and widths from micro to macro. Chapter 7,
Dilators/Probes, reviews a variety of dilators. Chapter 8, Minimally Invasive Surgical Instruments,
reviews various types of endoscopic instruments used for both laparoscopic and robotic surgical
specialties. Chapter 9, Internal Staplers, reviews the various kinds of anastomotic staple devices
used for open surgical procedures. Chapter 10, Surgical Power Tools, reviews various types of
both battery operated and nitrogen operated power tools. Chapter 11, Routine Instrument Sets,
offers the contents necessary to compile minor, major, endoscopic, laparoscopic, or robotic
instruments sets. Refer to the glossary for basic definitions.IntroductionThis pocket guide
examines some of the basic instruments used for operative and invasive procedures. It is divided
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PennsylvaniaCHAPTER 1. Sharps/Dissectors/CuttingSharps are instruments used to cut,
dissect, incise, separate, or excise tissue. They may have sharp or blunt edges. They are also
known as mechanical cutters.Chisel/BoneUse•To sculpt bone; to aid in cutting a bone graft; to



use with a malletVarieties•or 8 inches long; various widths between 4 and 25 mmCurette/
AdenoidUse•To scrape remnants of adenoid tissueVarieties•Approximately inches long with
curette openings ranging from 6 to 21 mm wide and 15 to 30 mm long; some are angledAlso
Known As•Barnhill curette, Stubbs curette, Vogel curetteCurette/BoneUse•To scrape bone; to
debride tissue; to scoop tissue out of small areas; to scoop cancellous bone for
graftingVarieties•Angled or straight; open or cupped; various sizesAlso Known As•Brun
curetteCurette/DermalUse•To scrape dermisVarieties•Open, hook-shaped end, ring end, or cup
shape; 3 to 6 mm wideAlso Known As•Fox dermal curette, Myles antrum curette, ring curette,
Walsh dermal curetteCurette/EarUse•To scrape inner ear (i.e., stapes); to remove debris from
ear canalVarieties•Single- or double-ended oval or round cups; sharp or blunt, sizes 00 to
3 mmAlso Known As•Billeau curette, Buck curette, ear loop, Shapleigh curetteCurette/
UterineUse•To scrape endometrial lining of uterus; to roughen up tissue in a nonhealing wound
to enhance secondary closureVarieties•Serrated cutting edge; open ring, inches longAlso
Known As•Heaney uterine curetteCurette/Uterine, LargeUse•To scrape uterine cavity (usually
postpregnancy uterus)Varieties•Large, open ring; blade 3 cm wideAlso Known As•Hunter
curette, Hunter uterine curetteCutter/BoneUse•To cut bone and cartilageVarieties•Straight or
curved; single or double action; straight or angled jawAlso Known As•Bone biter, Liston bone
cutting forceps, rib shearsElevator/FreerUse•To take tissue off cartilage (e.g., nasal septum); to
scrape plaque from large arteries in cardiovascular procedures; to lift periosteum from bone in
orthopedic procedures; to press small balls of bone wax onto bone edges for hemostasis in
neurosurgery proceduresVarieties•Double-ended; sharp or blunt blades, 7 inches longAlso
Known As•Cottle elevator, Pierce elevatorElevator/PeriostealUse•To scrape and remove
periosteum from bone in preparation for a bone incisionVarieties•Single- or double-ended; sharp
or blunt; curved or straight; narrow or wideAlso Known As•Chandler elevator, Cobb elevator,
converse elevator, Farabeuf elevator, Joseph elevator, key elevator, Langenbeck elevator,
Penfield elevator, Sayre elevatorElevator/RibUse•To scrape along ribs to remove tissue and
cartilageVarieties•Right or left blade; pediatric and adult sizesAlso Known As•Doyen raspatory,
Doyen rib elevator, rib stripper and elevatorElevator/SeptumUse•To elevate and dissect septum
during intranasal procedures; to dissect nerve vessels and bone in neurosurgical procedures; to
use as a bone wax tampVarieties•Single-ended with blunt bladeAlso Known As•Cottle elevator,
Freer elevatorHandle/ScalpelUse•To accommodate knife blades of many sizes (e.g., #10, #15,
#11)Varieties•Various lengths from short to long; usually straight but can be angledAlso Known
As•Cutter, knife, knife handleKnife/EarUse•To create a fine puncture in the tympanic membrane
for ear drainage in myringotomyVarieties•Reusable or disposable; straight blade, or 7 inches
longAlso Known As•Myringotomy knife, Sexton ear knifeMalletUse•To exert force on an object
(e.g., to drive a nail into a bone); to use a chisel or osteotome as a guideVarieties•Several sizes,
weights, and lengthsAlso Known As•Cooper mallet, Cottle mallet, Gerzog mallet, hammer,
Lucae mallet, Mead mallet, Peck malletOsteotome/LambotteUse•To score or place cuts in
boneVarieties•Curved or straight; 9 inches long; 6, 13, 19, 25, 32, or 38 mm wideRaspUse•To



smooth a rough bone surface or to evacuate medullary canals in preparation for prosthesis
insertionVarieties•Single- or double-ended; curved or tapered blades, forward and backward
cutting; fine or coarse teethAlso Known As•Aufricht rasp, Cottle rasp, Fomon rasp, Lewis rasp,
Maltz rasp, Putti rasp, Wiener raspRasp/Nasal, WienerUse•To mechanically smooth nasal
cartilage and bone during septoplastyVarieties•Small, medium, and large with trocar tipsAlso
Known As•Wiener antral raspRongeur/Double-ActionUse•To cut through small segments of
boneVarieties•Curved or straight jaws; 4 to 8 mm biteAlso Known As•Beyer rongeur, Jansen-
Zaufel rongeur, Leksell rongeur, Luer-Echlin rongeur, Ruskin rongeur, Stille rongeurRongeur/
KerrisonUse•To remove delicate bones during neurosurgery (e.g., laminectomy) and orthopedic
proceduresVarieties•Up or down biting; 90 or 40 degree angled jaw; 3.5 to 6.5 mm biteAlso
Known As•Up bite, down biteRongeur/LempertUse•To remove bone; to remove soft tissue from
around boneVarieties•Straight; curved; delicate; 2.5 mm biteAlso Known As•Juers-Lempert
rongeurRongeur/RibUse•To cut ribsVarieties•Right- or left-oriented; pediatric and adult
sizesAlso Known As•Bethune rongeur, Coryllos rongeur, rib cutter, rib shears, Sauerbruch
rongeurSaw/Gigli, Handle forUse•To hold Gigli saw blade for controlled severing of bone during
amputationVarieties•Standard sizeSaw/Gigli, Wire Blade forUse•To cut small and large bone
during amputationVarieties•12 or 20 inches longAlso Known As•Amputation wireScissors/
BandageUse•To cut bandages and dressings; to open uterus during a C-
sectionVarieties•Angled blades with unilateral blunted tip; various lengthsAlso Known
As•Esmarch scissors, Lister scissors, tape scissorsScissors/CastroviejoUse•To cut tissue
during fine (e.g., microvascular) dissection; to extend an arterotomy or venotomyVarieties•Fine,
spring-operated blades; short or long; straight or curved; right or left orientedAlso Known
As•MicroscissorsScissors/CircumflexUse•To cut vascular tissue during open heart procedure; to
extend a coronary arteryVarieties•Angled bladesAlso Known As•Beall scissors, Mills
scissorsScissors/IrisUse•To cut delicate tissue during plastic, hand, and minor vascular
surgeryVarieties•Small, fine sharp/sharp blades; straight or curved; inches longAlso Known
As•Plastic scissorsScissors/JansenUse•To cut nasal septum cartilageVarieties•Sharp or blunt
angled bladesAlso Known As•Knight angular scissorsScissors/MayoUse•To cut thick or tough
tissue (e.g., fascia); to cut sutureVarieties•Straight or curved blades; various lengthsAlso Known
As•Doctor scissors, suture scissorsScissors/Mayo-SimsUse•To dissect tissue; to cut
sutureVarieties•Straight or curved on flat blades; inches long; sharp or blunt pointsAlso Known
As•Deaver scissors, suture scissorsScissors/MetzenbaumUse•To dissect soft
tissueVarieties•Curved or straight on flat blades; various lengthsAlso Known As•Metz, tissue
scissorsScissors/PottsUse•To extend venotomy or arteriotomy incisionsVarieties•25 to 60
degree angled blades; various lengths; can be forward or reverse anglesAlso Known As•Potts-
Smith, vascular scissorsScissors/StrullyUse•To cut fine tissue during abdominal surgery,
neurosurgery, and vascular surgeryVarieties•Slightly curved blades with probe tips; 8 inches
longAlso Known As•Dissecting scissors, neurological scissorsScissors/SutureUse•To cut suture
materialVarieties•Straight or curved; blunt/blunt or sharp/blunt blades; various lengthsAlso



Known As•Nurses scissors, operating scissorsScissors/TenotomyUse•To dissect fine tissue
(e.g., in hand surgery); to penetrate tissue; to spread and cut tissueVarieties•Short narrowed tip;
straight or slightly curved blades; small sizeAlso Known As•Jameson Reynolds scissors,
Stevens scissorsScissors/Wire-CuttingUse•To cut wire suturesVarieties•Blades inches long;
angled to side; one serrated bladeAlso Known As•Wire cuttersCHAPTER 1. Sharps/Dissectors/
CuttingSharps are instruments used to cut, dissect, incise, separate, or excise tissue. They may
have sharp or blunt edges. They are also known as mechanical cutters.Chisel/BoneUse•To
sculpt bone; to aid in cutting a bone graft; to use with a malletVarieties•or 8 inches long; various
widths between 4 and 25 mmCurette/AdenoidUse•To scrape remnants of adenoid
tissueVarieties•Approximately inches long with curette openings ranging from 6 to 21 mm wide
and 15 to 30 mm long; some are angledAlso Known As•Barnhill curette, Stubbs curette, Vogel
curetteCurette/BoneUse•To scrape bone; to debride tissue; to scoop tissue out of small areas; to
scoop cancellous bone for graftingVarieties•Angled or straight; open or cupped; various
sizesAlso Known As•Brun curetteCurette/DermalUse•To scrape dermisVarieties•Open, hook-
shaped end, ring end, or cup shape; 3 to 6 mm wideAlso Known As•Fox dermal curette, Myles
antrum curette, ring curette, Walsh dermal curetteCurette/EarUse•To scrape inner ear (i.e.,
stapes); to remove debris from ear canalVarieties•Single- or double-ended oval or round cups;
sharp or blunt, sizes 00 to 3 mmAlso Known As•Billeau curette, Buck curette, ear loop,
Shapleigh curetteCurette/UterineUse•To scrape endometrial lining of uterus; to roughen up
tissue in a nonhealing wound to enhance secondary closureVarieties•Serrated cutting edge;
open ring, inches longAlso Known As•Heaney uterine curetteCurette/Uterine, LargeUse•To
scrape uterine cavity (usually postpregnancy uterus)Varieties•Large, open ring; blade 3 cm
wideAlso Known As•Hunter curette, Hunter uterine curetteCutter/BoneUse•To cut bone and
cartilageVarieties•Straight or curved; single or double action; straight or angled jawAlso Known
As•Bone biter, Liston bone cutting forceps, rib shearsElevator/FreerUse•To take tissue off
cartilage (e.g., nasal septum); to scrape plaque from large arteries in cardiovascular procedures;
to lift periosteum from bone in orthopedic procedures; to press small balls of bone wax onto
bone edges for hemostasis in neurosurgery proceduresVarieties•Double-ended; sharp or blunt
blades, 7 inches longAlso Known As•Cottle elevator, Pierce elevatorElevator/PeriostealUse•To
scrape and remove periosteum from bone in preparation for a bone incisionVarieties•Single- or
double-ended; sharp or blunt; curved or straight; narrow or wideAlso Known As•Chandler
elevator, Cobb elevator, converse elevator, Farabeuf elevator, Joseph elevator, key elevator,
Langenbeck elevator, Penfield elevator, Sayre elevatorElevator/RibUse•To scrape along ribs to
remove tissue and cartilageVarieties•Right or left blade; pediatric and adult sizesAlso Known
As•Doyen raspatory, Doyen rib elevator, rib stripper and elevatorElevator/SeptumUse•To elevate
and dissect septum during intranasal procedures; to dissect nerve vessels and bone in
neurosurgical procedures; to use as a bone wax tampVarieties•Single-ended with blunt
bladeAlso Known As•Cottle elevator, Freer elevatorHandle/ScalpelUse•To accommodate knife
blades of many sizes (e.g., #10, #15, #11)Varieties•Various lengths from short to long; usually



straight but can be angledAlso Known As•Cutter, knife, knife handleKnife/EarUse•To create a
fine puncture in the tympanic membrane for ear drainage in myringotomyVarieties•Reusable or
disposable; straight blade, or 7 inches longAlso Known As•Myringotomy knife, Sexton ear
knifeMalletUse•To exert force on an object (e.g., to drive a nail into a bone); to use a chisel or
osteotome as a guideVarieties•Several sizes, weights, and lengthsAlso Known As•Cooper
mallet, Cottle mallet, Gerzog mallet, hammer, Lucae mallet, Mead mallet, Peck
malletOsteotome/LambotteUse•To score or place cuts in boneVarieties•Curved or straight; 9
inches long; 6, 13, 19, 25, 32, or 38 mm wideRaspUse•To smooth a rough bone surface or to
evacuate medullary canals in preparation for prosthesis insertionVarieties•Single- or double-
ended; curved or tapered blades, forward and backward cutting; fine or coarse teethAlso Known
As•Aufricht rasp, Cottle rasp, Fomon rasp, Lewis rasp, Maltz rasp, Putti rasp, Wiener raspRasp/
Nasal, WienerUse•To mechanically smooth nasal cartilage and bone during
septoplastyVarieties•Small, medium, and large with trocar tipsAlso Known As•Wiener antral
raspRongeur/Double-ActionUse•To cut through small segments of boneVarieties•Curved or
straight jaws; 4 to 8 mm biteAlso Known As•Beyer rongeur, Jansen-Zaufel rongeur, Leksell
rongeur, Luer-Echlin rongeur, Ruskin rongeur, Stille rongeurRongeur/KerrisonUse•To remove
delicate bones during neurosurgery (e.g., laminectomy) and orthopedic proceduresVarieties•Up
or down biting; 90 or 40 degree angled jaw; 3.5 to 6.5 mm biteAlso Known As•Up bite, down
biteRongeur/LempertUse•To remove bone; to remove soft tissue from around
boneVarieties•Straight; curved; delicate; 2.5 mm biteAlso Known As•Juers-Lempert
rongeurRongeur/RibUse•To cut ribsVarieties•Right- or left-oriented; pediatric and adult
sizesAlso Known As•Bethune rongeur, Coryllos rongeur, rib cutter, rib shears, Sauerbruch
rongeurSaw/Gigli, Handle forUse•To hold Gigli saw blade for controlled severing of bone during
amputationVarieties•Standard sizeSaw/Gigli, Wire Blade forUse•To cut small and large bone
during amputationVarieties•12 or 20 inches longAlso Known As•Amputation wireScissors/
BandageUse•To cut bandages and dressings; to open uterus during a C-
sectionVarieties•Angled blades with unilateral blunted tip; various lengthsAlso Known
As•Esmarch scissors, Lister scissors, tape scissorsScissors/CastroviejoUse•To cut tissue
during fine (e.g., microvascular) dissection; to extend an arterotomy or venotomyVarieties•Fine,
spring-operated blades; short or long; straight or curved; right or left orientedAlso Known
As•MicroscissorsScissors/CircumflexUse•To cut vascular tissue during open heart procedure; to
extend a coronary arteryVarieties•Angled bladesAlso Known As•Beall scissors, Mills
scissorsScissors/IrisUse•To cut delicate tissue during plastic, hand, and minor vascular
surgeryVarieties•Small, fine sharp/sharp blades; straight or curved; inches longAlso Known
As•Plastic scissorsScissors/JansenUse•To cut nasal septum cartilageVarieties•Sharp or blunt
angled bladesAlso Known As•Knight angular scissorsScissors/MayoUse•To cut thick or tough
tissue (e.g., fascia); to cut sutureVarieties•Straight or curved blades; various lengthsAlso Known
As•Doctor scissors, suture scissorsScissors/Mayo-SimsUse•To dissect tissue; to cut
sutureVarieties•Straight or curved on flat blades; inches long; sharp or blunt pointsAlso Known



As•Deaver scissors, suture scissorsScissors/MetzenbaumUse•To dissect soft
tissueVarieties•Curved or straight on flat blades; various lengthsAlso Known As•Metz, tissue
scissorsScissors/PottsUse•To extend venotomy or arteriotomy incisionsVarieties•25 to 60
degree angled blades; various lengths; can be forward or reverse anglesAlso Known As•Potts-
Smith, vascular scissorsScissors/StrullyUse•To cut fine tissue during abdominal surgery,
neurosurgery, and vascular surgeryVarieties•Slightly curved blades with probe tips; 8 inches
longAlso Known As•Dissecting scissors, neurological scissorsScissors/SutureUse•To cut suture
materialVarieties•Straight or curved; blunt/blunt or sharp/blunt blades; various lengthsAlso
Known As•Nurses scissors, operating scissorsScissors/TenotomyUse•To dissect fine tissue
(e.g., in hand surgery); to penetrate tissue; to spread and cut tissueVarieties•Short narrowed tip;
straight or slightly curved blades; small sizeAlso Known As•Jameson Reynolds scissors,
Stevens scissorsScissors/Wire-CuttingUse•To cut wire suturesVarieties•Blades inches long;
angled to side; one serrated bladeAlso Known As•Wire cuttersCHAPTER 2. Forceps/
GraspingForceps are handheld hinged instruments used for grasping and holding objects.
Forceps are used when fingers are too large to grasp small objects or when many objects need
to be held at one time while the hands are used to perform a task.CHAPTER 2. Forceps/
GraspingForceps are handheld hinged instruments used for grasping and holding objects.
Forceps are used when fingers are too large to grasp small objects or when many objects need
to be held at one time while the hands are used to perform a task.
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